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ABSTRACT
The ability to understand social processes has improved dra-
matically with the application of emerging information tech-
nologies to social science analysis. Key technologies include
automated data collection, knowledge representation, model
integration and data visualization. We discuss an end-to-end
distributed knowledge system that supports:

• Automated collection and classification of unstructured
data (such as raw news feeds and communications data)
and collection of structured data

• Automated fusing of extracted information with his-
torical structural and geospatial datasets using Seman-
tic Web technologies to support distributed modeling
and analysis.

• Context-dependent data visualizations, including faceted
browsing and spatio-temporal displays, to reveal un-
derlying structures, patterns, and correlations.

Our system utilizes technologies for automated collection
and classification of unstructured data including a set of
named entity, relationship, and event extraction capabili-
ties that operate over the entire content of articles and can
“learn”or evolve over time. We applied these technologies to
analyze a voluminous corpus of news feed data that covered
a wide geographic region over a period of ten years . The
extracted information formed the basis of theory-based inde-
pendent variables (such as general tension metrics, non-state
actor attributes, and leadership characteristics) as well as
augmenting the more stale historical factors extracted from
existing social science and econometric datasets.

Using Semantic Web technologies, our knowledge system
fuses information extracted via the natural language tools
described with data from numerous social science datasets
to develop a knowledge environment. This capability also
provides a basis for automated reasoning and inference for

model and analysis results integration. By directly encod-
ing the semantics typically stored in dataset codebooks, the
system fuses multiple datasets that goes beyond superficial
dataset alignment (such as merely sorting data from vari-
ous datasets by county and year). Our system’s knowledge
infrastructure supports model-agnostic access to the stored
data for further manipulation and analysis. Modeling and
analysis results can be fed back into the knowledge system
for access by other models.

The capstone interface of our knowledge system employs
data visualization techniques to display data analysis re-
sults and provide interactive“drill-down”capabilities to bet-
ter study results. Faceted browsing of factors and patterns
based on these data values allows a user to select differ-
ent events and the associated variables associated with the
events in various countries.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—complexity mea-

sures, performance measures

General Terms
Delphi theory
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